According to the assumption of monotonicity in similarity judgments, adding a shared feature in common to 2 items should never decrease their similarity. Violations of monotonicity are not predicted by feature-or dimension-based models but can be accommodated by alignment-based models in which the parts of one compared display are placed in correspondence with the parts of the other display. In 2 experiments, evidence for nonmonotonicities is obtained that is generally consistent with the alignment-based model SIAM (similarity as interactive activation and mapping; R. L. Goldstone, 1994) . The calculation of similarity in this model involves an interactive activation process whereby correspondences between the parts of compared displays mutually and concurrently influence each other. As SIAM predicts, the occurrence of nonmonotonicities depends on the perceptual similarity of features and the duration of presented comparisons.
only because the set of features used by the experimenter does not conform to the set used by the participants. The experiments presented here demonstrate nonmonotonicities that are not explainable in terms of participants' use of abstract features.
Alignment-Based Models of Similarity
Although there are important differences between dimension-based and feature-based approaches to similarity, there is also a significant commonality. In determining similarity, neither approach takes into account alignment, the process of creating interdependent correspondences between the parts of compared entities. Previous research (Gentner & Markman, 1994 , 1995 Gentner & Ratterman, 1991; Goldstone, 1994; Goldstone & Medin, 1994a , 1994b Markman & Gentner, 1993a , 1993b Medin et al., 1993) has shown that there are strong influences of alignment on similarity. Properties shared by objects increase similarity more if the properties belong to parts of the objects that correspond well to each other. For example, the similarity of a dog and a wolf is increased more by a matching color found on corresponding parts (e.g., black tails on both animals) than by a matching color found on noncorresponding parts (e.g., a white paw on the wolf and a white tail on the dog).
In general, display elements tend to be placed in correspondence if they are similar to each other, if they play the same role within their respective entities, and if they are consistent with other correspondences. These constraints on correspondences are directly borrowed from work in analogy (Clement & Gentner, 1991; Gentner, 1983 Gentner, , 1989 Gentner & Toupin, 1986; Holyoak & Thagard, 1989; Hummel, Bums, & Holyoak, 1994; Spellman & Holyoak, 1992; Wharton et al., 1994) and, more distantly, from work in the perception of depth and motion (Dawson, 1991; Marr & Poggio, 1979; Ullman, 1979) . As hypothesized by researchers in analogical reasoning (Gentner, 1983; Holyoak & Thagard, 1989) , the first way for correspondences to be consistent with each other is if the correspondences do not place an element from one display into correspondence with more than one element from the other display (Gentner's, 1983 , one-to-one mapping constraint). The second way for correspondences to be consistent is if they place related elements into alignment with other elements that have the same relation. By this notion of parallel connectivity (Markman & Gentner, 1993a , 1993b , the correspondence between bowling pins and an archery target is consistent with the correspondence between a bowling ball and arrows (Goldstone & Medin, 1994a) .
Although featural and dimensional models have a primitive notion of correspondence (identical features or dimensions correspond to each other), they do not include the notion that correspondences may influence each other. Alignment-based models of similarity can predict nonmonotonicities in similarity because the notion of consistency between correspondences implies that correspondences may influence each other. Adding a feature match between two displays may decrease their similarity if the feature match is not consistent with other well-aligned feature matches. In Figure 1 , the different letters in the bodies of the stylized butterflies refer to different colors. When the top display of two butterflies is compared with the display labeled XY ~ YB, the matching Y color between the displays is inconsistent with the other feature matches; the matching Y colors occur between butterflies that do not correspond well according to other features such as wing shading, head style, and tail style. As such, this matching Y feature may interfere with the creation of strong correspondences between highly similar butterflies, thereby decreasing similarity. This nonmonotonicity would be evidenced by systematically lower similarity ratings between the starting display and the display labeled XY ~ YB than between the starting display and XY ~ AB.
The notion that one alignment may be inconsistent with other alignments arises only because the representations of the displays are more structured than simple sets of features; the display is hierarchically composed of parts (butterflies) that contain features (e.g., body color and wing shading). Alignments between two displays' features are consistent if they Figure 1 . In Experiments 1 and 2, trials consisted of the starting display and one of the six changed displays. The Letters X, Y, A, and B represent particular body colors for the butterflies. Body-color matches between displays occurred either between properly corresponding butterflies or between poorly corresponding butterflies.
place the same butterflies into alignment; alignments between features are inconsistent if they result in one butterfly part being aligned with two other butterflies. Although structured representations require procedures for alignment and thus complicate the process of judging similarity, in many cases this cost is more than compensated for by the ability to represent complex entities efficiently and in a psychologically realistic manner.
The Similarity as Interactive Activation and Mapping (SIAM) Model

A Brief Description of SlAM
The research reported here tests predictions made by a recent alignment-based model of similarity. The model, inspired by work in analogical reasoning (Falkenhainer, Forbus, & Gentner, 1989; Gentner, 1983; Holyoak & Thagard, 1989) and by interactive activation models of perception (McClelland & Elman, 1986; McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981) , is based on the principle that determining the similarity of structured displays requires putting the displays' parts into alignment and that these alignments mutually and simultaneous affect each other. For the present purposes, a display is structured if it is composed of multiple objects that are related to each other and if each object is composed of multiple features. Complete descriptions of SIAM are provided elsewhere (Goldstone, 1994; Goldstone & Medin, 1994b) . The primary processing unit is the node. Nodes send and receive activation from other nodes. As with Holyoak and Thagard's (1989) analogical constraint mapping engine (ACME), nodes represent hypotheses that two entities correspond to one another in two displays. In SIAM, there are two types of nodes: feature-tofeature nodes and object-to-object nodes. ~ Feature-to-feature nodes each represent a hypothesis that two features correspond to each other. There is one node for every pair of features that belong to the same dimension (e.g., white and black both belong to the color dimension). The activation of a feature-to-feature node reflects the strength of correspondence between the two features referenced by the node. In addition to activation, feature-to-feature nodes also have a match-mismatch value--a number between zero and one that indicates the similarity of the two features' values on a given dimension. For example, a node that places orange and red colors into correspondence may have a match value of .90, but the match value may be only .40 if orange and blue colors are aligned. The match value decreases monotonically as the similarity of two values decreases (Medin & Schaffer, 1978) . Likewise, each object-to-object node represents a hypothesis that two objects correspond to one another.
At a broad level, SIAM works by first creating correspondences between the features of displays. At first, SIAM has "no idea" what objects belong together. Once features begin to be placed into correspondence, SIAM begins to place objects that are consistent with the feature correspondences into correspondence. Once objects begin to be put into correspondence, activation is fed back down to the feature matches or l In the full version of SIAM, there are also nodes that place relations between objects into correspondence. mismatches that are consistent with the object alignments. In this way, object correspondences influence activation of feature correspondences at the same time that feature correspondences influence the activation of object correspondences. This local-to-global processing principle is also found in Falkenhainer et al.'s (1989) and Holyoak & Thagard's (1989) models.
As in ACME and McClelland and Rumelhart's (1981) original work, activation spreads in SIAM by two principles: (a) Nodes that are consistent send excitatory activation to each other, and (b) nodes that are inconsistent inhibit each another. Nodes are inconsistent if they create two-to-one alignments---if two elements from one display would be placed into correspondence with one element of the other display. Featureto-feature nodes also excite and are excited by object-to-object nodes. For example, the node that places Object A in correspondence with Object C is excited by the node that places a feature of A into correspondence with a feature of C.
Processing in SIAM starts with a description of the displays to be compared. Displays are described in terms of objects that contain feature slots that are filled with particular feature values. Processing consists of activation passing. On each time cycle, activation spreads between nodes. Network activity starts by features being placed in correspondence according to their perceptual similarity as determined by match values. Subsequently, nodes send activation to each other for a specified number of time cycles in a manner specified by Goldstone (1994) . The network's pattern of activation determines both the perceived similarity of the displays and the alignment of the displays' features and objects. Nodes that have high activity are weighted highly in the similarity assessment, and their elements tend to be placed in alignment.
At each time cycle, the similarity of the two displays is computed by n 'EM Ai similarity ---, i=l a simplified version of the similarity formula used by Goldstone (1994) , where n is the number of feature-to-feature nodes required to represent two displays (n = FO 2 where F is the number of features in an object, and O is the number of objects in the displays), Ai is the activation of node i (0 < Ai < 1), and Mi is the match value associated with node i (0 < Mi < 1). Node activations but not match values change with processing. Generally speaking, nodes that represent correspondences that are consistent with many other strong correspondences have their activation increased. Thus, similarity is influenced by the perceptually determined featural similarities between display elements, but it is also influenced by the activation or attention given to these similarities.
Predicted Nonmonotonicities in Similarity
The purpose of these experiments is to explore a qualitative prediction of SIAM. The three experiments reported here test SIAM's prediction of a nonmonotonic relation between shared features and judged similarity. Alignment-based models of similarity can predict that adding shared features to two displays decreases similarity because these features may compete against other feature matches. If strong alignments are created between highly similar parts of two displays, then adding feature matches that compete against these strong alignments may decrease the importance of the features that are brought into correspondence by the best alignment. An example of such a feature match is the Y color match in Figure  1 between the starting display and Display XY ---, YB. Gentner and Toupin (1986) called a situation with two alignments that are inconsistent a crossmapping.
As the modeling sections describe, whether SIAM predicts nonmonotonicities when there are crossmappings depends on the particular values given to model parameters. Two influential parameters are match value and processing time. As described earlier, every feature-to-feature correspondence node has an activation value that represents correspondence strength and a match-mismatch value that represents the perceptual similarity of features placed in correspondence. Experimentally, mismatch values can be manipulated by altering the physical similarity of features (Experiment 1). Processing time can be experimentally manipulated by allowing participants to process a similarity comparison for varying amounts of time (Experiments 2A and 2B).
Experiment 1
Essentially, SIAM predicts that a nonmonotonic relation between display similarity and shared features in two displays can arise if the shared features belong to poorly aligned objects. As described earlier, the Y-feature match shared between the displays labeled starting display and XY--~ YB does not belong to optimally aligned butterflies. A nonmonotonic relation between shared features and similarity arises if these two displays receive a lower similarity rating than do the starting display and the display labeled XY ~ AB. Assuming proper stimulus construction and color randomization, such a result would indicate that replacing the A feature (not present in the starting display) with the Y feature (present in the starting display) decreases similarity.
In SIAM, replacing the A feature with the Y feature in the display that is compared with the starting display has two effects; one effect increases similarity and the other decreases similarity. The substitution increases the physical match value, Mi, of the node that represents the correspondence between colors of butterflies with the Y feature. SIAM's similarity estimate is based on the featural similarity, denoted by Mi values, between the displays. However, adding the Y-feature match also altersAi (node-activation) values. In particular, the shared Y feature tends to make SIAM increase the activation of nodes that align dissimilar butterflies. In turn, as these nodes become activated, they decrease the activation of nodes that place optimally aligned features and objects into correspondence.
SIAM usually predicts monotonicity because the similarity gain caused by increasing Mi values is larger than the similarity loss resulting from increasing the influence of mismatching features and decreasing the influence of matching features.
However, depending on model parameters, SIAM can produce nonmonotonicities. In particular, specific Mi values can produce nonmonotonicities, as is described in the Discussion.
Mi values denote the physical similarity of nonidentical features. In Experiment 1, the physical similarity between nonidentical features was explicitly manipulated to explore the influence of Mi on nonmonotonicity.
Method
Participants. Forty-four undergraduate students from Indiana University participated in the experiment to fulfill a course requirement. Design. On each trial, one display composed of two butterflies was constructed (the "starting display"), and the other display (the "changed display") was constructed by selectively changing color features of the starting display. The terms "starting display" and "changed display" refer only to how the displays are designed and not to their order of presentation. The letters X, Y, A, and B denote different body colors. The two butterflies within a display were always given different values on the other three dimensions of wing shading, head style, and tail style.
Materials
Colors were altered in one of the six ways shown in Figure 1 . The method labeled XY ---, XY simply duplicates the starting display to create the changed display. The method labeled XY ~ YX swaps the body colors of the starting display's butterflies in creating the changed display (as indicated by the reversed order of letters in the label). Thus, for this trial, the same colors are present in the two displays, but matching colors belong to poorly aligned butterflies. The optimal alignment for a butterfly is the alignment that is part of the consistent set of correspondences between two displays that maximizes the number of matching features between corresponding objects. XY YB introduces one new color (B) and has one matching color (Y) in common with the starting display. The matching color belongs to dissimilar, poorly aligned butterflies. XY ~ XB also introduces one new color (B), but now the matching X color occurs between well-aligned, similar butterflies. The display XY ~ XX yields one color match between similar butterflies and one color match between dissimilar butterflies. Finally, the display XY ---, AB yields no color matches at all. The description for each of the changed displays is given in Table 1 .
When a particular trial was shown, the following factors were randomized: the left-right position of the starting and changed displays, the color values represented by the letters A, B, X, and Y, the particular values on the three noncolor dimensions for the two butterflies in the starting display, the similarity of Colors A, B, X, and Y, and the changed display that was shown.
The physical location of the butterflies could very likely have acted as a cue for aligning the butterflies from one display onto another. To control for this, three different spatial layouts were used. In the "same-positions layout," butterflies that corresponded to each other (according to their feature overlap) were placed in the same relative locations in their respective displays. In the "opposite-positions layout," butterflies that did not correspond to each other were placed in the same relative locations. In the "unrelated-positions layout," neither butterfly in one display had the same relative location as either of the butterflies in the other display. Within a display, the two butterflies were always placed diagonally to each other.
Procedure. Each trial began with the simultaneous presentation of the initial display and the changed display. The participants' task was to rate the two displays' similarity on a scale from 1 to 9. A rating of 1 indicated very low similarity; a rating of 9 indicated very high similarity. It was stressed to the participants that they should rate the similarity of the whole left display to the whole right display. The screen was erased and participants proceeded to the next trial after the participants' ratings were displayed for 2 s.
Results
The average similarity ratings for the six displays compared with the starting display at each of the three levels of similarity are shown in Table 1 . On average, similarity-rating differences of more than 0.13 were significant at a level of p < .05 in planned comparisons between individual cell means. Overall, there was a strong influence both of trial type (six levels corresponding to the six changed displays in Figure 1 ), F(5, 215) = 9.3,p < .05, MSE = 0.06, and of color similarity, F(2, 86) = 7.4,p < .05, MSE --0.04, and there was also a significant interaction between these factors, F(10, 430) = 2.4, p < .05, MSE = 0.07. With Fisher's post hoc probabilistic least significant difference (PLSD) adjustment, similarity ratings for all trial types were significantly different at a level of p < .05, except for the following two pairs: XY ~ XB and XY ---, XX, and XY ---, YB and XY ~ AB. With the same adjustment, all three color-similarity conditions were significantly different from each other. Some individual cell-mean comparisons showed a significant nonmonotonicity, with a Fisher's PLSD criterion ofp < .05. The trial with XY --~ YB obtained a significantly lower similarity rating than the trial with XY --~ AB for the intermediate level of color similarity. The relation between these two trials was significant in the opposite direction for low and high color similarity. In addition, XY --~ XX received a significantly lower similarity rating than XY --~ XB for the intermediate level of color similarity. The difference between these trials was not significant for the other two levels of color similarity.
The average similarity ratings given for trials with butterflies in same, unrelated, and opposite positions were 6.65, 6.36, and 6.29, respectively. The overall difference between these ratings was significant, F(2, 86) = 9.2,p < .05, MSE = 0.03, and each pair of means differed significantly. As such, when featurally corresponding butterflies are in corresponding positions, similarity is maximized. When poorly aligned butterflies are in corresponding positions, similarity is reduced relative to the control condition of unrelated positions. One reason for this latter result, which is consistent with an alignment-based approach, is that spatially determined correspondences may induce poorly aligned butterflies to be placed in correspondence, thereby interfering with the construction of optimal alignments.
The variability of similarity ratings for the six trials can potentially provide useful information in diagnosing the cause of the nonmonotonicity. According to one view, nonmonotonicities are due to unaligned feature matches competing against proper alignments and decreasing the weight given to the properly aligned feature matches in similarity. This is the account given by the SIAM model. According to another view, participants create one of two sets of correspondences between display parts, and feature matches increase similarity only when they occur between parts that are subjectively aligned. Assessed similarity is expected to be higher when optimal alignments are formed because these alignments maximize the number of feature matches that are incorporated into the judgment. Furthermore, it is assumed that participants are more likely to create suboptimal alignments when there are feature matches between poorly aligned objects. Consequently, low similarity ratings for trials with unaligned feature matches may be due to a mixture of two different types of trials--trials where participants make optimal alignments and produce high similarity ratings and trials where participants make suboptimal alignments and produce low similarity ratings. This account is similar to the account given by the structure mapping engine (SME; Falkenhainer et al, 1989 ) for resolving situations with multiple possible alignments (Gentner& Toupin, 1986; Markman & Gentner, 1993b) . This latter account could predict greater variability in similarity ratings for trials with unaligned feature matches. In fact, the average variabilities in standard deviations for trials with unaligned and aligned feature matches were 1.6 and 1.3, respectively, paired t(43) = 1.2,p = .24. Consequently, although the trend is for trials with unaligned feature matches to be more variably rated than trials with only aligned feature matches, the current results do not provide strong support for this account of the nonmonotonicities.
Discussion
In all, three of the present results might be taken as evidence of violations of the monotonicity assumption. Two of these results have readily available alternative explanations that allow an assumption of monotonicity to be preserved. The third result is more problematic for monotonicity but can be accommodated by an alignment-based approach.
One piece of prime facie evidence against monotonicity is that trials that involved XY --~ XX never received higher average similarity ratings than trials that involved XY -~ XB, and in one case, the former trials received significantly lower similarity ratings. In other words, adding an exact color match to two displays did not increase similarity. Of importance, the color match that was added occurred between butterflies that were not similar to each other. Moreover, the color match that was added involved a color that already had a match. The reason why this result does not count as conclusive evidence for a nonmonotonicity is that an emergent feature arises whenever a display has two identical color features. Participants may represent a display with identically colored butterflies such as XX as containing the feature same coloration. This new emergent feature is not present either in displays with Colors X and Y or in displays with Colors X and B, and it may consequently decrease similarity to the starting display.
The second possible evidence for a nonmonotonicity is the result that displays with unrelated positions receive higher similarity ratings than do displays with opposite positions. This can be taken as evidence for a nonmonotonicity in that displays with opposite positions share global features, such as butterflies are in the lower left-hand corner and upper right-hand corner, that have been shown to increase similarity (Goldstone, 1994 ). This result is not indisputable evidence for a nonmonotonicity because a monotonic relation between shared features and similarity can account for the result if conjunctive features, such as pink object on top, are hypothesized.
The strongest evidence for a nonmonotonicity comes from situations where the comparisons with trials involving XY --~ AB are judged to be more similar than comparisons with XY -~ YB. The Y-feature match decreases similarity when (a) mismatching features have an intermediate level of similarity to each other, and (b) when the Y feature match belongs to poorly aligned butterflies. Given the experimental controls and method of randomizing features, this effect cannot be explained by Feature A being more similar to X than Y is. On average, these two features are equally similar to X.
This nonmonotonicity also cannot be explained by refusing to count particular color matches as matching features. One might try to salvage the assumption of monotonicity by claiming that a shared feature does not count as a matching feature unless it belongs to properly aligned objects. The first problem with this strategy is that the significant nonmonotonicity is still not explained; there are times when a poorly aligned matching feature not only does not increase similarity but also significantly decreases similarity. The second problem is that poorly aligned matching features must be counted as matching features if the typical finding of monotonicity is to be explained. Usually, displays with poorly aligned feature matches are judged to be more similar than the same displays without these feature matches (Goldstone, 1994) . It is only under certain feature-similarity circumstances that this major trend is reversed.
Computational modeling of nonmonotonicity. SIAM predicts nonmonotonicities when an added feature match decreases attention paid to properly aligned features and increases attention paid to poorly aligned and mismatching features. As it turns out, SIAM also generally predicts that an intermediate level of similarity between mismatching dimension values results in the greatest degree of nonmonotonicity.
In applying SIAM to the data, three parameters were allowed to vary, and the other parameters were given the default values described by Goldstone (1994) . The number of cycles of activation passing was set at 15, and the influence of features on each other (the parameter feature-to-feature weight) was set at .05. 2 These two values were selected because they can accommodate nonmonotonicities and thus can be considered free parameters of the model. However, values of these parameters were not selected to maximize the fit between human data and SIAM data but were set only to permit predictions of nonmonotonicities. The parameter of critical importance for modeling was color-mismatch value, which is proportional to the similarity between differing colors. The mismatch value for the other dimensions was set at .45.
The predictions of SIAM for each of the six changed displays compared with the starting display are shown in Figure 2 . The relative similarity of these six displays varied with the color-mismatch value. SIAM qualitatively captured a number of the empirical results. Most generally, SIAM predicted that whether a matching color occurs between properly or poorly aligned butterflies has a strong influence on its effect on similarity. In comparing XY ---, XB with XY ~ YB or comparing XY ---, XY with XY ~ YX, it is clear that the displays with properly aligned color matches received higher similarities, as was found in Experiment 1.
Of more importance, SIAM predicted the nonmonotonicities that were found. XY and XX were predicted to be less similar than were XY and XB at times. In addition, XY and YB were predicted to be less similar than were XY and AB. Furthermore, the parameter values that yielded these two nonmonotonicities were similar and corresponded to intermediate color-similarity values. In Experiment 1, the level of color similarity that produced the significant nonmonotonicities was the same for these two display comparisons and was also at an intermediate level of color similarity.
Nonmonotonicities are predicted only for intermediate color-mismatch values, because these values produce substantial activation of poorly aligned features, and the mismatch values are low enough to significantly reduce similarity. Similarity in SIAM is determined by summing the product of node activations by their match-mismatch values. Nonmonotonicities are produced when poorly aligned mismatches are strongly activated and markedly dissimilar. These requirements are jointly maximized at the intermediate level of color similarity.
Also, both SIAM and Experiment 1 showed a significant 2 The parameter feature-to-feature weight determines the influence that one feature correspondence will have on another and varies from zero to one. difference between trials involving two and one unaligned matching color features (Displays XY ~ YX and XY ~ YB, respectively). Thus, a pair of poorly aligned color-feature matches increases similarity, even though an individual poorly aligned feature match decreases similarity. SIAM predicted this nonlinearity because two unaligned features that occur along the same dimension (body color) support each other, whereas one unaligned feature match receives no support from other nodes. Finally, SIAM generally predicted that increasing the color-mismatch value increases display similarity. The one large exception to this prediction, for high mismatch values of XY --* XY, occurred because increasing the color similarity of mismatching features inhibits the activation of nodes that place all identical features into correspondence. This problem can be corrected by decreasing the competition between inconsistent correspondences, but it is not clear that this can be done without altering predictions for nonmonotonicities. SIAM may need to be supplemented with a more holistic, nonalignment perceptual process that responds to the overall level of color similarities between the scenes.
Summary. SIAM can provide an account of the nonmonotonic influences of feature matches on similarity, if the feature matches occur between poorly aligned objects. In this regard, SIAM can accommodate results from Experiment 1 that invalidate assumptions made by several feature-based and geometric models of similarity. The most important result from Experiment 1 is the evidence for reliable nonmonotonicities that cannot be explained in terms of emergent features. Furthermore, both SIAM and Experiment 1 indicate a similar influence of color similarity on the occurrence of nonmonotonicities. Although both SIAM and the data indicate the largest degree of nonmonotonicity at an intermediate level of color similarity, this resemblance should be treated as only suggestive, given that color-mismatch values were not scaled to physical color similarities. Still, it is a point in SIAM's favor that it predicts an influence of color similarity on the degree of nonmonotonicity. SIAM does, however, wrongly predict some relations between color similarity and similarity estimates. Experiment 2A Experiment 1 found evidence for nonmonotonicities in similarity that were modulated by the physical similarity of mismatching features such as color. SIAM also predicts that nonmonotonicities should be modulated by the amount of time permitted for similarity assessment. The purpose of Experiments 2A and 2B was to explore the influence of judgment time on the presence of nonmonotonicities.
Previous research has shown judgment time to influence similarity judgments. Goldstone and Medin (1994a, 1994b) manipulated judgment time by giving participants one of three different response-time deadlines. With stimuli similar to those used in Experiment 1, they manipulated the features shared by two displays. Matching features occurred between either optimally aligned or poorly aligned objects. Similarity was assumed to increase as a function of the percentage of times participants incorrectly responded that two displays contained identical butterflies. When participants were required to respond quickly, perceived similarity was approximately equally influenced by properly and improperly aligned feature matches. When participants were given longer deadlines, similarity was much more influenced by properly aligned feature matches.
This interaction between judgment time and type of feature match is predicted by SIAM, assuming that different responsetime deadlines are modeled by varying the number of cycles of activation passing. Thus, the global consistency of alignments influences similarity more as more cycles are completed. In addition to predicting that proper alignments matter relatively more for similarity as processing continues, SIAM also predicts nonmonotonicities at particular times in processing. As with featural similarity (manipulated in Experiment 1), nonmonotonicities are maximized at an intermediate duration level. At an intermediate duration, SIAM selectively weights properly aligned features, and the improperly aligned features compete strongly against these proper alignments. As such, at an intermediate duration, feature matches between unaligned objects can have the net effect of decreasing similarity. At shorter durations, proper alignments have not been established. At longer durations, proper alignments have successfully attained superiority over improper alignments.
Experiment 2A tested SIAM's prediction of nonmonotonicities in similarity ratings that depend on the amount of processing time allowed for a comparison. Processing time was manipulated by presenting trials for different durations. By using the level of featural similarity that was found to produce nonmonotonicities in Experiment 1, as opposed to the arbitrary levels used by Goldstone and Medin (1994b) , the probability of obtaining nonmonotonicities was maximized.
Method
Participants. Forty-six undergraduate students from Indiana University participated in the experiment to fulfill a course requirement. Design. Experiment 2A used the six trial types (see Figure 1 ) used in Experiment 1. As with Experiment 1, only the body-color dimension was altered between the starting and changed display. Dimension values from the other three dimensions were not changed when constructing the changed display from the starting display.
When a particular trial was shown, the following factors were randomized: the left-right order of the starting and changed displays, the actual color values represented by the letters A, B, X, and Y, the particular values on the three noncolor dimensions for the two butterflies in the starting display, the presentation time for the trial, and the changed display that was shown.
Procedure. Each trial began with the simultaneous presentation of the starting display and the changed display. The displays remained on the screen for a certain amount of time after which the screen was erased. Participants then rated the two displays' similarity on a scale from 1 to 9.
The display duration was selected at random from three possible times: 1.5, 3, and 5 s. A 3-s time was chosen because analysis of Experiment 1 revealed that this was the average response time.
Results
The average similarity ratings for the six trial types at each of the three display durations are shown in Table 2 . On average, similarity-rating differences of more than 0.15 are significant at a level ofp < .05 in planned comparisons between individual cell means. Overall, there was a strong influence of trial type, F(5, 225) = 8.5, p < .05, MSE = 0.08, a moderately strong influence of duration, F(2, 90) = 4.8, p < .05, MSE = 0.05, and also a significant interaction between these factors, F(10, 450) = 3.3,p < .05, MSE = 0.06. With Fisher's post hoc PLSD adjustment, all trial types except XY ~ XB and XY XX were significantly different at a level ofp < .05.
One individual cell-mean comparison showed a significant nonmonotonicity with a Fisher's PLSD criteria ofp < .05. The trial with XY ~ XX obtained a significantly lower similarity rating than XY ~ XB for the moderate display duration. The difference between these two trials was in the opposite direction for both short and long display durations (significantly so for short durations). Trials with XY --, YB received a lower similarity rating than trials with XY ~ AB for moderate display durations, but the difference was not significant, t(43) = 1.5,p = .14. Again, the relation between these displays was in the opposite direction for the other durations and was significantly so for the short-duration displays.
The similarity estimates for short, moderate, and long display durations were 6.30, 6.32, and 6.40, respectively. With Fisher's post hoc PLSD adjustment, similarity for the long display duration was significantly higher than for the other two durations. Thus, there appears to be a trend for similarity ratings to increase as presentation time increases. The increase in similarity was largest for the trial with XY ~ XY, in which the starting and changed displays contain identical butterflies.
The general pattern of results from Goldstone and Medin (1994b) was replicated. They found that aligned matching features, relative to unaligned matching features, were more influential as judgment time increased. The six trial types of Experiment 2A can be divided into two groups as a function of whether the trials contain any unaligned feature matches. Trials with XY ~ YX, XY ~ YB, and XY ~ XX contain at least one unaligned feature match, and the other three trials do not. Similarity ratings for trials with unaligned feature matches on short, moderate, and long display durations were 6.14, 6.00, and 6.10, respectively. For trials with only aligned feature matches, these same ratings were 6.45, 6.63, and 6.69. These numbers show a strong interaction between display duration and feature alignment, F(2, 90) = 5.7, p < .05, 
Discussion and Computational Modeling
Experiment 2A provided evidence for nonmonotonicities and for an interaction between nonmonotonicities and display duration. The one significant nonmonotonicity was found when comparing XY --~ XX and XY ---) XB for intermediate durations. A nonsignificant trend also existed for XY ---) AB to be judged as more similar than XY ~ YB at intermediate durations. Even for this nonsignificant nonmonotonicity, there was a significant interaction between duration and the type of trial (XY ~ AB vs. XY ~ YB).
The most straightforward way to model display-duration differences in SIAM is by allowing SIAM to complete varying numbers of cycles before a similarity assessment is given.
The predictions of SIAM for each of the six trial types are shown in Figure 3 . The relative similarity of these six trials varies with the number of cycles SIAM completes. SIAM qualitatively captures some but not all of the empirical results. Generally, SIAM predicts the correct ordering of the six trials, with XY --) XY as the most similar trial followed in order by XY --+ XB, XY ---) XX, XY --) YX, XY ~ YB, and XY ~ AB. SIAM also predicts that trials with only aligned feature matches become more similar with display duration relative to those with unaligned feature matches.
Most important for the present purposes, SIAM predicts both of the types of nonmonotonicity that are found. At times, the trials involving XY ---) XX receive lower similarity ratings than the trial with XY -~ XB, and XY --) YB is predicted to receive lower similarity ratings than XY --) AB. Furthermore, the parameter values that yield these two nonmonotonicities are similar and correspond to intermediate display durations. In Experiment 2A, the duration that produced the nonmonotonicities was the same for these two display comparisons and was also at an intermediate level.
To assess SIAM's fit to the actual results, it is useful to associate the three durations with particular cycles. A sample assignment that produces good fits is short duration (1.5 s) = 8 cycles, intermediate duration (3 s) = 15 cycles, and long duration (5 s) = 25 cycles. When these assignments are used, SIAM agrees with the rank orders of the six trials within each of three durations on 17 out of 18 data points.
This leads to the question, why does SIAM predict nonmonotonicities at intermediate display durations? SIAM predicts nonmonotonicities when feature matches are added between displays in a manner that interferes with the processing of other feature matches. Feature matches that occur between poorly aligned objects drag attention away from properly aligned feature matches because the two types of match are inconsistent. If few cycles are executed, similarity is determined mostly by the sheer number of matching features, aligned or unaligned. In this case, poorly aligned feature matches increase similarity almost as much as properly aligned matches. If many cycles (25 or more) are executed, then similarity is mostly determined by aligned matches, and these matches will have been placed in strong correspondence. In this case, adding poorly aligned matches does not detract from similarity because the proper alignments are firmly established. Thus, poorly aligned feature matches decrease similarity only at an intermediate number of cycles because in this situation SIAM is strongly influenced by the alignment of features, but the proper alignments are not fully established and so can be weakened by conflicting alignments.
SIAM's greatest difficulty comes from modeling the relation between display duration (number of cycles) and similarity. In SIAM, as processing continues, similarity becomes increasingly based on properly aligned rather than unaligned objects, and because aligned objects tend to be similar, similarity increases with processing. Empirically, similarity ratings in Experiment 2A did increase with display duration, and previous work (Medin, Goldstone, & Gentner, 1993) has suggested that participants more often revise their original similarity ratings by increasing them rather than by decreasing them.
However, SIAM predicts far too strong a relation between display duration and similarity. This problem led Goldstone and Medin (1994b) to augment SIAM with a boundarycrossing model for same-different judgments. The basic premise of this model is that a same judgment is given when SIAM's similarity estimate exceeds an upper bound, and a different judgment is given when SIAM's similarity estimate falls below a lower bound. The upper and lower boundaries change with processing (see also Busemeyer & Rapoport, 1988) , such that increasingly stringent criteria are required for same judgments, and increasingly lax criteria are required for different judgments. Such an approach could be used to correct the overinfluence of duration on similarity.
Given SIAM's highly nonlinear similarity estimates and the difficulty in finding analytic solutions for SIAM's behavior, it is useful to plot SIAM's predicted nonmonotonicities as a function of varying parameter values. Figures 2 and 3 show that two variables, color-mismatch value and cycles, moderate the extent of nonmonotonicities that are found. Figure 4 shows SIAM's predictions for nonmonotonicities across the full parameter space with variations to these variables. The vertical axis of Figure 4 shows SIAM's estimate for trials with XY ---, YB subtracted from SIAM's estimate for trials with XY ~ AB. As such, if the value is positive, then SIAM predicts a nonmonotonicity (the type of nonmonotonicity that cannot be explained in terms of emergent features). Figure 4 shows that SIAM generally predicts monotonicity and that monotonic relations are generally stronger than the occasional nonmonotonicities that are found. Also, SIAM does not ever predict nonmonotonicities for low values of "cycles"; when few strong alignments have been created, additional feature matches always increase similarity. Finally, maximum nonmonotonicities are predicted for intermediate values along both parameters as supported by Experiments 1 and 2A.
Experiment 2B
The purpose of Experiment 2B was to replicate the observed relation between display duration and nonmonotonicities. Although an intermediate display duration tended to produce nonmonotonicities in Experiment 2A, only one of the two tests of nonmonotonicity was significant. Experiment 2B used sim- pier materials than those used in Experiment 2A and tested a wider range of display durations.
Method
Participants. Forty-eight undergraduate students from Indiana University participated in the experiment to fulfill a course requirement.
Materials. Participants saw 300 trials on Macintosh SI screens.
Each trial consisted of two side-by-side displays, and each display was composed of two bezier curves. Each bezier curve was defined by nine control points. Each control point was given a random horizontal and vertical location within the range 0-5 cm. The bezier curves were constrained to smoothly pass through each of the control points. One curve in a display was generated by assigning random values to the control points. The second curve was a distortion of the original curve, generated by displacing each control point by 0.62 cm in a random direction. A sample comparison of two displays is shown in Figure 5 .
Each of the two displays within a trial contained the same two curves. The curves were positioned with the unrelated spatial layout of Experiment 1. As with Experiments 1 and 2A, the unaligned matching features were produced by varying the hues of the objects within a display. The intermediate level of color similarity from Experiment 1 was used. Thus, the average wavelength difference for the bezier curves' hues was 83 nm.
Design. As before, each trial contained a starting and a changed display, and the changed display altered the hues of the starting display in one of six manners (see Figure 1) . The randomizations of Experiment 2A were used.
Procedure. The similarity-rating procedure of Experiment 2A was used with the single exception of a wider range of display durations. The display duration for a trial was selected at random from five possible times: 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 s.
Results and Discussion
T h e average similarity ratings for the six trial types at each of the five display durations are shown in Figure 6 . Overall, these ratings showed a strong influence of trial type, F(5, 235) = 12.5, p < .05, MSE = 0.10, and a significant interaction Two individual cell-mean comparisons showed a significant nonmonotonicity with a Fisher's PLSD criteria ofp < .05. The display with XY ---) XX obtained a significantly lower similarity rating than XY ~ XB for the 2-s duration. At this same duration, the display with XY ---, YB obtained a significantly lower similarity rating than XY ---, AB. The difference (in the opposite direction) between XY ~ XB and XY ---) YB was also significant at the 5-s duration. Thus, nonmonotonicities were found at one duration, and these nonmonotonicities were eliminated and even reversed in one case for other durations. The duration that produced nonmonotonicities, which was apparently 2 s or slightly below, was less than the nonmonotonicity-producing duration in Experiment 2A. One reason for this difference may be the simpler nature of the displays in Experiment 2B.
The similarity ratings for 1-, 2-, 3-, 4-, and 5-s display durations were 6.0, 6.0, 6.1, 6.1, and 6.1, F(4, 188) = 1.2,p > .1, MSE = 0.04. The previous trend for similarity ratings to increase with duration was found only for the XY ---) XY display, F(4, 188) = 2.7, p < .05, MSE = 0.04. The average variabilities in standard deviations for trials with unaligned and aligned feature matches were 1.7 and 1.4, respectively, paired t(47) = 1.66,p = .11.
The nonmonotonicities that were found in Experiment 2B were similar to those found in Experiment 2A. In both cases, an intermediate duration produced the greatest amount of nonmonotonicity; the two separate cases of nonmonotonicity were maximized at the same duration; and no nonmonotonicities due to unaligned color features were found when the unaligned features did not compete against properly aligned color features. These three aspects were also present in SIAM's simulation of the influence of duration. As before, the largest discrepancy between SIAM's predictions (shown in Figure 3 ) and Experiment 2B's results was that SIAM predicted a large influence of duration on increasing similarity ratings, although empirically this trend was found only for XY---) XY.
General Discussion
These three experiments explored predictions of an alignment-based approach to similarity. The ability of an alignmentbased model to account for the (occasionally) nonmonotonic relations between feature matches and similarity is noteworthy because few other models can accommodate nonmonotonicities. Feature-based models (Tversky, 1977) and geometric models of similarity (Torgerson, 1965) explicitly or implicitly assume monotonicity and thus would have difficulties accounting for subsets of the results of Experiments 1 and 2. Although some of the putative nonmonotonicities could be explained in terms of emergent features and thus are consistent with feature-based and geometric models of similarity, at least one nonmonotonicity is difficult to explain in these terms. In this nonmonotonicity, adding a single matching color feature to two displays significantly decreased similarity when (a) the matching feature was added to poorly aligned objects, (b) mismatching colors had intermediate levels of physical similarity, and (c) intermediate display durations were used.
Alignment-based models as a class are able to predict nonmonotonicities because they treat compared entities as hierarchically and relationally structured. An entity is structured if it is composed of parts that themselves have hierarchical organization or of parts that have identifiable relations to each other (relational organization). Alignment-based models compute similarity by first placing the parts of two entities into alignment with each other. Because the entities' representations are structured rather than simply being a flat list of features or dimensions, alignments can be consistent or inconsistent with each other. Given cooperation between consistent alignments and competition between inconsistent alignments, nonmonotonicities can be accommodated if the matching feature that is added to two scenes produces an alignment that competes against other strong alignments. For example, adding the same color to the figures in two displays may decrease the displays' similarity if the color is added to figures that are not well aligned on the basis of other features.
The SIAM Model of Similarity
A specific alignment-based model of similarity, SIAM, was developed. As was empirically found, SIAM predicts that matching color features should be able to decrease similarity only when they occur between poorly aligned objects. Only in this situation do the matches interfere with the processing of the optimally aligned matching features. SIAM also predicts influences of mismatching feature similarity and display duration on whether nonmonotonicities occur.
SIAM correctly predicts nonmonotonicities at intermediate durations and color similarities as was suggested by the experiments. It is more than a coincidence that for both variables an intermediate level produces the greatest degree of nonmonotonicity. Nonmonotonicities in SIAM are generated when poorly aligned matches pose significant competition to the preferred matches. When few cycles are processed or feature-mismatch values are high, then the preferred matches have only slightly more influence than the less preferred matches. When many cycles are processed or featuremismatch values are very low, then the poorly aligned matches do not strongly compete against the strong optimal alignments. Only at intermediate levels of these variables are both criteria (strong competition and strong preference for aligned matches) met.
Alternative explanations of the observed nonmonotonicity were found to be inadequate. The counterbalancing and randomization techniques eliminated explanations in terms of individual color similarities. Claiming that matching features are ignored when they occur between poorly aligned objects explained neither the significant decrease in similarity that their presence occasionally produced nor the more general result that poorly aligned matching features usually increase similarity. Emergent feature explanations also could not account for the critical nonmonotonicity between displays with one versus zero poorly aligned feature matches.
Another model that is not supported by the experiments is a conjunctive-features model of similarity. According to a conjunctive-features model, objects are represented in terms of conjunctions of simple features, as well as simple features themselves. Although the idea that objects may be represented by conjunctions of features has received support (Gluck & Bower, 1988; Hayes-Roth & Hayes-Roth, 1977) , decreasing featural overlap between two displays does not increase the number of conjunctive features possessed by the displays, given the particular materials tested. Thus, the model cannot account for the nonmonotonicities observed here.
The modeling success of SIAM should not be overstated. SIAM does not require nonmonotonicities to occur in the circumstances where they are observed to occur. Several parameters influence whether SIAM predicts nonmonotonicities at all. The more modest claim has been that SIAM can accommodate the observed nonmonotonicities, whereas several other models cannot, and SIAM can account for the moderating influence of particular experimental manipulations.
Empirical Extensions
Generalizations of the empirically observed nonmonotonicities may be limited for reasons of task or stimuli. Although nonmonotonicities were observed for the similarity-rating task, they may not be observed for other measures of similarity. Although nonmonotonicities were found for the butterfly and bezier-curve stimuli, they may not be found for other materials. These two concerns about the generalizability of the results are considered separately.
There is reason to be optimistic about the possibility of obtaining nonmonotonicities with other stimulus sets, given the wide sphere of application for alignment-based models. Alignment-based models of similarity are applicable in situations where entities to be compared are hierarchically or relationally structured. In cases where compared entities are not structured, alignment-based models are not likely to offer advantages over feature-based or geometric models of similarity. Many entities, including landscapes, stories, faces, animals, and objects are aptly described by hierarchical or relational descriptions or both. Alignment-based models have been applied to data sets obtained by several other researchers (Goldstone & Medin, 1994b) , including Palmer's (1978) stick figures, Corter's (1987) geometric shapes, and Proctor and Healy's (1985) letter series. However, future work is required to discover whether nonmonotonicities are observed for these materials. Palmer presented results that could be interpreted as nonmonotonicities (adding common line segments to two stick figures decreased their similarity) but that are also interpretable as a monotonic relation between similarity and emergent features.
For purposes of experimental control, rather artificial entities were used in Experiments 1 and 2. In particular, entities consisted of complicated displays of multiple, similar objects. The objects had only loose relations to each other, and the parts of objects were perceptually distinct. Experiments have extended the alignment-based perspective to entities consisting of single objects such as stylized birds (Goldstone, 1994; Goldstone & Medin, 1994b) . More impressively, Lynch and Medin (personal communication, May 1994) have obtained evidence suggesting that alignment may play a role in judging the similarity of objects as simple as single triangles. Their experiments provide suggestive evidence that the similarity of triangles is influenced by the similarity of corresponding lines in the triangles and is also influenced by the similarity of noncorresponding lines. Factors such as proximity and orientation that influence the ease of establishing correct correspondences between line segments also influence the relative importance of aligned and unaligned line-segment similarities. In addition, just as alignment plays a role in quite simple objects, it also seems to play a role in richer displays than those used in the current experiments. Alignment-based approaches to similarity have been extended to domains involving abstract and concrete words (Markman & Gentner, 1993a) , pictures displaying causal scenes (Markman & Gentner, 1993b) , famous people (Spellman & Holyoak, 1992) , and stories (Gentner, Ratterman, & Forbus, 1993) . Given the prominent role of alignment in these domains, there are grounds for believing that the currently obtained nonmonotonicities generalize to coherent perceptual stimuli and to conceptually based stimuli.
As far as being able to generalize findings of nonmonotonicities to other tasks that measure similarity, the prognosis is somewhat mixed. Fortunately, Experiment 2 does provide suggestive evidence that the observed nonmonotonicities are not simply due to task demands on participants. Nonmonotonicities were found for intermediate but not for short or long durations. Explicit task demands would probably be expected to exert an influence for long as well as intermediate durations and could perhaps even exert a greater influence on long durations. However, there is reason for skepticism toward the idea that nonmonotonicities would be found for a samedifferent task in which similarity is measured by the percentage of incorrect same judgments on displays with different objects.
This skepticism comes from idiosyncratic aspects of the samedifferent task. In particular, participants can respond different as soon as a single feature is found in one display that does not have a match in the other display. As such, displays with no matching color features are likely to be quickly and accurately called different. This aspect of the same--different task makes nonmonotonicities unlikely to occur but also makes the task a problematic measure of similarity (Goldstone & Medin, 1994b) ; in many cases, impressions of similarity are not eliminated simply because a single mismatching feature is apparent. Other implicit measures of similarity, including similaritybased inferences and memory retrieval, would probably be more reasonable similarity measures for providing evidence of the generalizability of nonmonotonicities.
Models for Nonmonotonicities
Just as alignment is important for concrete and simple objects (see also Gentner & Markman, 1995; Markman & Gentner, 1993b) , it is also important for the comparison of more abstract entities. Researchers in analogical reasoning (Gentner, 1983 (Gentner, , 1989 Gentner & Toupin, 1986; Holyoak & Koh, 1987; Holyoak & Thagard, 1989; Hummel et al., 1994; Ross, 1987 Ross, , 1989 Spellman & Holyoak, 1992; Wharton et al., 1994) have shown that similarities between pairs of stories, proverbs, and algebraic problems all depend on establishing correspondences between the parts of these entities. The current model and experiments were inspired by this previous corpus of research on alignment-based comparisons in analogical reasoning.
As such, it might be expected that models of analogical reasoning may be able to account for the observed nonmonotonicities. Two of most influential current models of analogical reasoning are SME (structure mapping engine; Falkenhainer et al., 1989) and ACME (Holyoak & Thagard, 1989) . The difficulty in applying either of these models to Experiments 1 and 2 is in obtaining evaluations of similarity. When given two scenarios, SME produces a list of connected mappings between the parts of the scenarios. SME can be run in a literal similarity mode, which is appropriate for modeling similarity ratings, and in this mode both superficial attributes and abstract relations influence similarity Gentner et al., 1993) . Whether SME predicts nonmonotonicities, monotonicities, or no effect because of alternative mappings depends on how SME integrates evidence across the mappings. If only the longest, structurally consistent mapping is considered, then poorly aligned matching features have no influence on similarity. If inconsistent mappings detract from each other, then these same matches would decrease similarity. If all mappings are considered, then these matches would increase similarity. One of the potential sources of evidence from the experiments that bears on whether multiple inconsistent mappings are integrated together on a single trial was inconclusive. It was argued (see the Discussion to Experiment 1) that if only one consistent alignment was considered on a given trial, then trials involving inconsistent alignments might receive more variable similarity ratings than trials with completely consistent alignments. Although the results from the experiments tended in this direction, they fell short of significance. Further work with SME is necessary to reveal whether SME can account for the effects of duration and featural similarity on nonmonotonicities, and whether it can account for two unaligned matches increasing similarity even though one unaligned match decreases similarity.
Similar uncertainties apply to ACME. Predating SIAM, ACME operates in a similar way by passing activation between nodes that represent correspondences between displays. ACME computes a global measure of"harmony" between the emerging mappings. However, this measure is probably not a good indicator of similarity. In particular, adding unaligned matches to two displays always lowers the harmony within the system. Thus, the harmony measure can successfully account for nonmonotonicities but only at the cost of not predicting the more typical monotonic influence of unaligned matches. Thus, it is difficult to apply ACME to Experiments 1 and 2 until an appropriate measure of similarity within ACME is suggested.
Conclusion
Given the connection between SIAM and other alignmentbased approaches to comparison, the current experiments should be taken not only as specifically supporting SIAM but also as more generally supporting an alignment-based perspective on similarity judgments. Central to this perspective is the premise that when structured entities are compared, correspondences must be established between the entities, and these correspondences influence each other. Consistent correspondences support each other, and inconsistent correspondences inhibit each other. The act of comparing displays seems to naturally involve aligning the displays' parts, and this process seems to be well described by an interactive activation process between feature and object correspondences.
